


Lecture 22
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Ref: (Cylindrical grid) Let b,K,2 and define

the ill-cylindrical grid (be as follows.

·v = <x,j: it(u), je9l]3
· E =9xijzij+,*ijUi+ j +, it (n) , jt(1 - 1),

where Han j
= <..j for all joses 3

bs: Ct. 2t- contains 8t.) as a subgraph

⑧

·Ea
Y

↳XXXXX



Iam ex(n,[x,e) =0(n)

Def: Let R, 4-2. A collection of Com

is R-rich if UCE, EUEC, there are

>, R 2K-cycles in to containing/extendingCC-V

tem Given K, Rs. 2, there exists 2 =< ( k, R) such that

↓n-ux graph 6 0./ (n2 edges contain

an R-rich collection of Con

If (Lea ->Thm) Take R=k1 and apply Len

=>P-rich collection 3

We greedily grow a cylindrical grid.

· Step 1 Take orbitery C't3, by 1-rich =c"extending
u C 2-'

·E & extend C"- u"

⒗
Ci

:



#(Len) By supersaturation, 6 contains),

c(d(6))**ckm"2)2K, where a =M(k)

Let to be the cell of all Cm's in G

We keep removing Pra, that lies in few Can

60? 8n?3.3..Ex (find) = E

Suppose E, is defined. If ECEE; and

a vertex va C st. # cycles extending c-v

is less than R, then remove all cycles in Ei

containing c-v

· Note that each (2x-1-x path (2-2) is distinct

=>#cycles removed <# Po-1 · R

2k-2

=R.n.A(G)

· We need 2R.n.A(a)(><d(2n"2)*

1-almost reg 2R.n(Kan2k-r,a((n)-3(

.......... C-2
bloge ⒔



C Even cycle embedding without conflict

via dystic partitioning.

Janzer 1
"Rainbow Turn # of even cycles...."

=) "Dispf of a conj. Eroo's - Simonaits....."

&

m" (Lenz.S in 1) Let b>,2 and 6 be a

graph w./ a symm. binary relation in defined

over 12

Suppose v(u,YEU"and EwaV, a has at most

s neighbors zSt.(n,v) - (w,z)

=>Then #Con-homomorphisms (x,..., 2() s.t.

(xi,(ix) (xj2a) for some its is

Ksabrom(CmGE)

&
G



Advantage of dyatic partitionpigeonholingmembers
11: For each part, we can treat all

N
there

as if they are the same

2):A parts is logarithmic, very small.

Pf
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For PEN, let

· Pr = # Pz-homoophisms whose endpts x.y satisfy hour(Px,G) ((2-2)& length-(x-1) walk (
· OF#Puihom, whose endpts xy satisfy hor(pm+(0) (2,2Slength-K walk)

↓
Our

By defn. hon((m.n.6) > [p2 U
nom((m,6) > 2P2*

x

· For r,tEN, let indooricroadrainintern
Wr,+= # C26-hom. (x,,xx... (k)

sit.hom,,x(Px,6)E[2
·homIPUxGLE [Itee

Conflict occurs at

·E-2ii =x+1,q,x,+xixi+ 1 x,xzmxjyj+

y
#

#BAD Crehon =Z vit
r,t>,1



Let us bound Writ from above in two diff ways.

&Ur,t = PrD(G) - 24
· first choose Py-hom of nto:coadaninxx+
typer - (So se., seen fixed

&Prchoices p

Choose x--> N(G)

·Choose Poxidom with given ends vea, Muth
(blue then purple) -cet

t N

⑦(r,+ =Pr+1k-5-2.
&) purple then blue · first Putidom of type t

->wn,"t2 fixed Put
·

Choose 2., <k.S

·

Choose Pre-hom w/ given

ends 2, eltz

WANT Bound

zv..[pib(x).2 22 - 2 up to
5 ts, e

-azr.Er
"factor

Suppose t-r 19 to be determined



q

r
x+ Ex(6). [Pr2v.tit- req

= D(6).282 per
↑t: t - reg

I ((6) 2:hon((m.8)=
Q t - (t - r)

2vn+ < zP3500 = 2.2

↑ti t =r>q Vt:t - v>g

*
bs.z- [Pet

ritit-r<g

=k.S2-non((.8)=
Total bad
c t = G+

worst case A == 29=noucamsare
... -> O


